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ITHACA Quashe§ Subversive Plot 
1 I\. O. Pectate and Malcolm 
la!!nesia 
·\ team of Safety and Secur-
111 officers -- acting on a tip 
p1,,11dcd by The iTHACAN --
,11,H1r,ed in on a group of crew 
1,·:1111 membt>rs as they raided 
1!1,· new,paper's offices late 
1.1,1 night, foiling an elaborate 
'111 II Fools' plan. 
: he plan was to. steal the 
:,·.d ·'layout ,heets" of the 
\·'1 II I i~sue of the iTHACAN 
t',: .i1 e it was printed up and 
·ti ,,11tute the real copy with 
.,1,r11berous fake ,rories and 
.:.:·. c·11 i,ements. 
r hi, is the kind of think i 
::::.i no humor in," growled 
.1:1 .111gry Keith Strychnine, 
,\:11,11-in-chief of the 
;111 \CAN. 
\\'hen. asked why the team 
.,, , •tild do such a thing, 
'-111chnine shrugged and ,aid. 
·: IJ\l assholes, i gues~. That', 
111,·11 idea of a joke. Well, i 
,.11 journalism i, a ,criou~ 
m.t11er. '' 
i en crew members were 
:,-1111ded up in the arrest and 
·.1, 1 ,· charged with trespassing. 
I \,,11ever, three had e'icaped 
•,1,·eching, "We will return! 
\\,·will return.!" 
\trychnine shook his head. 
.. :·111 not worried. We got 
111"'' of the 'ions-a-bitches. 
I hc1e\ absolutely no chance 
',,1 those three fugitives to get 
•,,~ether and pull this thing off 
1111 hout their buddies. i 'm 
,u1 c of I hat." 
I he strangely overconfident 
and misguided Strychnine 
refused to acknowledge even 
the ,ligl1te,t possibility that th,· 
1hree innovative mernbers of 
the team could pirate the 
la~out ~hcet, bl'forc the mor-
ning and pull the switcherno. 
"We're much too ,mart fnr 
that," Strychnine ,1inkcd, 
tapping hi'i hraink~, head with 
a fint!er. 
"But i really dread 111 thin~ 
11 hat they would've done i I 
: hev h::id pulled it off," the 
talc.nttes, pud · fan1asi,1ed. 
"They'd probably start p111-
r()sely mispcling wurd, to 
rooin the LTeddahillit y i\ e 
wurl..t \o hard to eztablitch 
with the payper thi1 ,cm-
mestu1. '' 
·uo 
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Ma<ekte 9 § G@i 1fihl(emsellwle§ 
By Ying Power 
f'he Macke food service is 
' I ering from a drastic 
<'1 ·.iblem. Their food is simply 
"'
11 good. 
'Our reputation is killing 
u, .. , sighed Ellen Yecchman, 
111,mager of the Union Dining 
Hall. "Kids are eating food 
!1~1: it's going out of style." 
The problem is so drastic, 
Y cechman elaborated, that 
··
11 e've had. to replace the 
quality raccoon meat we put in 
uur fabulous Mackeburgers 
11 1 th lesser quality possum 
meat." The raccoon meat that 
\facke used to put in their 
burgers is in scarce supply due 
to the frantic demand, 
?a~ically because the only 
coons available are the ones 
caught feeding off the Yower 
Club garbage at the. loading 
dock. Possums, on the other 
hand, are readily available. All 
Macke employees have to do is 
scrape them off the roads. 
"~ut even that simple sub-
stnution realy make_s us feel 
· bact," · Yecchman sighed, 
A Bif}! 1Prrobllemm 
suggesting th.at quality is ab-
solutely the most important 
thing to the Macke Cor-
poration. 
When asked if the food 
really was as good as Yecch-
man says it is, she replied tar-
tly, ''Show me a Long Island 
freshman girl on the meal plan 
and I'll show you a glutton 
with a fat tukus in three mon-
ths' time.'' 
Realizing we couldn't argue 
with that logic, Yecchman 
continued. "The biggest 
problem is kids sneakin' in. 
Students from Penn State, 
Cornell, Syracuse U ., -- they 
all hear little rumors about 
how good the food is. So the 
little sum bitches road trip 
here for the weekend and 
sneak into the cafeterias. And 
it's bye-bye Mackeburgers." 
As a result of lax security, 
Macke has forced all of its 
employees to undergo strict 
self-defense training to deal 
with the "yutzes who claim 
they forgot their ID's." 
We spoke with one of the 
employees, a checker at the 
Union dining hall who would 
only identify fimself as 'Mac.' 
"Call me Big Mac," the 
elderly checker said, his chest 
swelling with air. 
We were_ a little skeptic that 
Mac -- er, that is, Big Mac - -
could keep a hefty football 
player from sneaking into the 
dining hall, so he screamed 
"Hi-ya!" and swung a karate 
chop at the ID validation box. 
Breaking several knuckles in 
the attempt, Big Mac wailed 
like a castrated banshee and . 
we were convinced that, yes, 
indeed -- his unearthly screams 
would definitely be incentive 
to scare off a potential Macke 
moocher. 
But it's not enough, says 
Yecchman. "It's not 
enough," she said. 
"To make up our amazing 
deficit, we're going to need 
some cash but fast. We 
figured out that it's exactly, 
$100,000.63." 
"And if we don't get it," 
cackled Yecchman, "the 
quality of food around here is 
going to be shit." 
Can you believe that con-
· cept? 
"\\'hat really scare, me i, 
how many different puns they 
would'1e come up wirh for my 
last name. i'm really thankful 
we caught them before I hey 
tried tha1,'' Shitcula ,aid. 
"That just goes to show you 
that we a, the newsrarer are a 
helluva Int smarter than tho~e 
pansie~ (the crew team) give u, 
credit for," the incompetent 
zero ,aid ahout 1he fine hunch 
of boys who bring ,o much 
pride to the ithaca College 
L·ommunity \\'ith their athletic 
accomplishmenh. Strychnine 
shot off his mouth when he's 
too wimpy to go out for 
,omething a~ manly a, crew, 
the ,kinny faggot. 
When asked for a final time 
1f there wa, any possibility at 
all that the three I emaining 
crew member, could con-
ceivably grab the layout ,hech 
and continue with their 
brilliantly hilaril1Us plan of 
making a joke out of that wo1-
1hlcs, rag, The iTHACAN, 
Strychnine', eyehrow, lowered 
and he ,aid. "You already 
a~ked me that. i ,aid there', 
·no way'. Why do you keep 
a,king me 1hat'?" 
"Our reader, can 1-e\l 
as;-,ured that within the page~ 
nf our April Fooh i.,.,ue will be 
kgitirnate 11l'\\'', and feature~ 
of intL·re,t to the iC com-
munity and nn anti-ad-
111ini\tration ,at1re or dirty 
words. i hate dirty word,," 
the ,hit head empha~ized. 
Strychnine ,milcd confiden-
tly. "if tho~e idioh Tiad got-
ten away with it, i 11,ould'vc 
lost my credibility ,h a com-
petent journalist torcver and i 
wouldn't he able to c!Ct a 
newsr,apcr inb anywhere aftc1 
i graduate.'' 
Strychnine then ended the 
intcr\'iew and walked away 
with a ,hit-eating grin on hi, 
face, not even reali;ing that 
hi~ Woodward-Rern~tein days 
11ould be mer after April 1st. 
l he fa,l!got. · 
Wlblo Jis 1fhn§ Mysterftofills 
Bag JLa«:lly Who Coui«n 
Make Yo 1l1l lln tdl te p (e lI1l <die ll1l tll y 
W-eaithy? 
Meet Freida Humpya. Although at first glance, she 
might just appear to be another bag lady. But she's 
got magical powers and stuff. I swear to gosh. And 
she's already made six IC students independently 
wealthy. Just because they believed she could. And 
she wants to .help you, too. Her amazing secret is 
revealed in today's ITHACAN! See Section Kl, 
Page 72. Act II 
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What do you have to sa}· for 
yourself. 
Howie Altman , Sports 
Editor, 
Management, '82 
here for the babe5. 
Marijuana 
- I'm just 
Joe H:dpcrn, News Editor, 
Asshead, Poor humor, ' 89·5 - Yellow Journalism, '82 
Boy I envy Doug. Ahhhhh rrrrriiight. .. 
.Jud}· Green, Managing Editor, 
ExploratorJ, '82 - Because his 
pecker is on his face. 
Strycula, Grand 
Genevieve LeBidous, Typist, 
Migraines and Finance, '84 -
someone hurry - get a 
crowbar and peel this scum off 
ofme. 
Eric H}·man, Production 
Manager, NiceologJ, '83, The 
Ithacan sucks, I hate working 
here. 
Sandy Broverman, Asst. 
Southhill Editor, Tie Dye, '83 
- Have you ever heard a 
freezer filled with split tit pea 
pee poop soup? I have. The 
sewer is filled with it now. 
Poobah, Immaturity, '82 -
Seven times in 13 hours, but 
that was with a shot of_ 
Vitamin E. 
Rich Orent, Sales Manager, 
Making Money '82- I'm 
Rich!! 
Everything Sucks 
Let's face it. Everything sucks. 
; mean, do you really think we have any trouble trying to 
come up with two things a week to bitch about in this space? 
Hey, it's no problem. 
NV:lVHJ.l 3HJ. 
Doug Clausson, Asst. Sport\ 
Editor, '84 - Boy I 
Howie. 
Kip Haggett, Advertising, 
Deerfield, '83, A woman\ 
place is in the home --
barefoot, pregnant. and in the 
kitchen. 
Eric Plickert, Photo Editor, 
Procrastination, '82, - Damn. 
After all, if you're going to college next year you gotta 
worry about Reaganomics and possible working sixty hours a 
week at Macke just to stay here. On the other hand, if you 
think you're escaping by graduating, well, you're wrong, pal. 
You're in worse shape, 'cause the economy sucks and they're 
cutting food stamps. 
And if you think you're sa~0 here at college, well, guess 
again, loser. Security wants tot v your car away, the library 
wants to chew into your safety, i>osit 'cause they claim you 
lost a book (that they misplaced) and you can't cash a check 
'cause you bounced one on campus by 124:.· 
SENIORS 
Hell, you can't even eat the food here without blowing 
technicolor oatmeal. There's no frigging parking spaces. 
Somebody ripped off you $550 Leica camera. Your 
girlfriend's getting some on the side from your best friend. 
Your roommate blew the circuitry out of your Bose speakers 
while you were at Chem. lab. Your other roommate and his 
one-night-stand with a hulking townie wench left a 
memorable stain on your designer sheets. And nobody cares 
'cause they've got problems of their own. 
So why should we waste time nitpicking and writing 
Editorials one at a time in this little section? Let's tell it the 
way it is and quit beating around the bush. 
Everything sucks. Everything. 
Il))iscBaimeir 9 Disclaimer 
Okay, Okay. This ain't what you think. 
The ITHACAN's official law representative (some 
sophomore history major who thinks he might go to law 
school if his father keeps pressuring him) told us that fun's 
fun, but we've got to make an official distinction. 
This is not the iTHACAN. It just looks that way. This is 
actually a clever imitation that's supposed to make uninfor-
med freshman types look like assholes when they believe what 
they read in this issue. Ha. Ha. 
So, okay, now that that's out of the way, nobody out there 
can be a fucking poor sport and threaten to sue us when we 
make a dirty pun out of their last name. But since we are a 
responsible publication, we welcome any complaints you 
might have about our questionable humor. And we promise 
to consider them really carefully and get back to you about 
them. I mean, hell, we really are concerned. 
. The address is: April Fools' Complaints, c/o·The Circul~r 
FiJe, Dead Letter Post Office, Washing~gn, D.e. tOOQl: .:..:. · .. 
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Tuition Rises, Gets Hard 
By 0. DeGradable 
After a complex, exhausting 
ten-minute conference that lC 
Board of Trustees decided to 
raise tuition 98.6 percent. 
That brings tuition costs to 
SI3,454. They dined at 
L ·Auberge to celebrate. 
,,~ 
Board to keep tuition at a level 
where only spoiled-ass rich 
kids can afford to enroll." 
After the general laughter 
subsided, President Wailin' 
was asked about the thousands 
of students on financial aid 
who would now be forced to 
transfer to cheaper, poorer 
quality state schools. 
"Hey, life's tough," he 
shrugged. "Haven't the 
students been complaining 
about tripled-up roommates 
for years? Here's a solution, 
right? 
When asked how the 98.6 
percent figure was reached, 
one board member shrugged· 
and mumbled around a 
111 outhful of duck a )'orange, 
"i dunno. We really only 
wanted 95 percent but making 
it sound exact with a three-
point-six bullshit makes it 
sound carefully calculated, 
vnu kriow?" .::~:£~,:)iiiife:1tM~:~~..:~~ . , ~~-,j ';';t .. 
When pressed for a more 
legitimate reason, Wailin' 
smirked, "Look, ; know 
poverty sucks. But poor kids 
shouldn't l:!e allowed to go to 
college anyway. Makes for 
bad alumni funds." 
Senior Class Secretary Mirror Ireland says this past 
weekend's Senior Class Car Wash was a success. Except for a 
few minor, unforeseen problems. 
· An associate of the trustee 
reached over and smacked him 
playfully in the mouth which 
resulted in flying blood, spittle 
and half-chewed duck a 
!'orange. "Stupid," he 
chuckled. "lt's a joke! The 
tuition rises like the tem-
perature. Get it? Ha, ha." 
James J. Wailin', still 
president of the College noisily 
slurped his Chateau Haut-
Brion and said in a carefully 
worded statement: "i think 
it's a phenomenal accom-
plishment on the part of the 
.They put the bill on the 
College's tab and left without 
tip. 
Fonda His Honda 
' By Stan Derr 
Senior Class President Bull 
f\lenial announced happily 
1hat the Class of '82 has pur-
chased a useful gift for the 
,chool with class dues. The 
gift is an $8700 new 1982 silver 
Honda Accord loaded with 
options. 
When asked why the 
President decided that a car 
11ould be, as he put it, "the 
perfect gift for the college", 
he shrugged and said, "Well, ; 
thought that the fact we were 
graduating in 1982 and that 
1his is an '82 model made it an 
appropriate thing for me, er, ; 
mean, for us to buy with class 
funds.'' 
"And, besides, there's a lot 
or kids up here who don't have 
a way to get around," the 
four-eyed, materialistic 
politician smiled. 
The car is NOT for him, he 
in,ists, although he has been 
u,ing fi quite religiously for 
"Senior Class business". lt is 
actually available to any 
member of the Class of '82. 
"Yeah, uh,; didn't buy this 
car for me although ; look 
pretty damn sharp driving 
around town in it. it's for 
anybody to use. ; just keep 
the·keys to avoid confusion." 
Menial has set aside specific 
hours for Senior Class use. 
These are 3:45 a.m. to 4:01 
a.m. on days when it is sunny 
in both Syracuse and ithaca 
and/or days with a blue moon 
rising (see Cow, Jumped over 
the, for reference). 
Menial denied once again 
that he has used the position 
of Senior Class President to 
his advantage as has been 
charged as of late. ''i'm just a 
poor, money-tight, humble 
college student like the rest of 
the seniors," he smirked as he 
ambled aboard an Air 
Acapulco jet-liner. 
Seems there was just enough 
'left in the Class Fund for an 
all-expense paid Senior Class 
trip. For one senior, though. 
Insiders 9 Guise~ 
By Bye Fornow . 
V .P. of Student Affairs for 
the College, Duck Borrenti is 
pretty pissed off. "Those 
stupid 'Insiders Guides to 
Colleges' say a lot of things 
that just aren't true about 
Ithaca College," he snorted. 
"So," he said, "I say a lot 
of things that aren't true in My 
book." 
Borenti's book is "The 
Ithaca College Insider's Guide 
to Ithaca College." 
The IC Guide is an ad-
ministration-written publica-
tion that allegedly answers the 
"untruths" published in other 
insiders' guides over the past 
couple of years. 
For example, Borenti and 
the staff rate IC's academic 
standards a full five stars out 
of five. "Uh sure. This is a 
· isn't a party school." 
It claims the library is quiet. 
"You have to know where to 
study. You can get a lot done 
if you. got to the maintence 
· closet on the lower floor." 
The guide book also claims 
that there are a lot of students 
"struggling their way through 
school." "Sure!" Borrenti 
says. "You ever try to get into 
Simeon's on a Saturday night? 
A real struggle, I'll tell ya." 
In comparing Cornell to 
Ithaca College, IC comes up 
clearly on top. How come? 
"Well, tbeir football team 
isn't as ·good as ours in terms 
of our respective divisions. 
Any school that can't put-
together a winning football 
team doesn't even deserve to 
be compared to IC." 
five-star school academically. Borrenti says the pook 
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The IC Winter Carnival was its usual gushing success. In this 
competitive event - the Creative Snowwriting Contest -· 
Muck Fiber, '82 displays his flair in yellow handwriting, 
whizzing "I'm Pissed Off" in the fluffy white snow. His 
roommate in the background, Slob Yangser,. '82, h!lppened to 
have the comp~tion in hand as he cam~:.llll with the best, 
, ....... _sl~a~ - "I Da.~,.Y~.to Eat M~ 1'.el,I~ Sd,ow." It·• wh~ a>_ 
.. GAnd.timef raft' . ' .. ,_ .. _ ., .• -· . 
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HERE'S TO ALL THOSE ·coRNELL 
ASSHOLES WHO LIKE TO COMP AJRlE 
THEMSELVESTOHCSTVDENT§ 
by Stonehenge 
IB1rfi@ff~ 
1rlme Butllerr JI)fttdl Iltl 
Senior Class President Bull Menial and Studenl Body 
President Jism Screech announced that after three full weeks 
of exhausting round-the-clock negotiations, Ithaca College 
has the opportunity of three "great graduation speakers": 
Walter Cronkhite, Alan Alda or the President of the United 
States, Ronald Reagan. All they need is an okay from the 
administration and one ot: these speakers is theirs. 
in related news, the administration announced that they 
already had chosen a graduation speaker -- it will be Miss 
Piggy. 
"What!" exclaimed Screech upon hearing the news. "We 
worked real hard to get these names and we got fucking Miss 
Piggy!?" 
After learning of Screech's statement, administrator Duck 
Borrenti shrugged his shoulders and said: "Well, that's what 
they get for pissing around. While they were playing eenic, 
meenie, miney, mo, we went for a speaker we thought really 
represented the attitude of the campus." 
Menial was told of Borrenti's words and grumbled: "We 
were making all these long-distance phone calls and 
negotiating with Nancy Reagan and the administration lied to 
us. They made us think that we were actually involved in the 
selection process and that our nominations were valid." 
"Uh, we didn't lie," insisted Wart Hardon, Director of 
Pubic information. "We, uh, just forgot to tell them. 
Besides, Miss Piggy is a very well-known and capable woman. 
The fact that we're having a woman is a plus." 
"Bullshit," grumbled Screech. "The choice sucks." 
"i'm the one who made the decision," announced J.J. 
(Double Jay) Wailin', President of the College. "She's a. 
rising star and i 'II be shocked if she doesn't give a high quality 
commencement statement. That, and she looks so-o-o cute 
when she sings, 'The First Time it Happens.' " 
"Well, i think 'The Great Muppet Caper' was a lousy 
movie," Menial growled. 
"Yeah? Well, same to you, fella," Borrcnti countered. 
"Good comeback, nerd," snipped Screech. 
"You guys are the worst class we ever had," Wailin' retur-
ned. 
"ithaca College is a country club, lthaca College is a coun-
try club," taunted Menial. 
And so the debate rages on. 
Smellen Youngstain, Chairperson of the Bureau of Concer-
ts happily announced the line-up for the 1982 Annual Spring 
Concert here at IC. 
"Well," smirked Youngstain, "we had so much success 
with the Top Forty sound of Hall and Oates, we couldn't 
ignore the fact that we're on a hot streak ... " 
As a result, the Spring Show will be made up of Air Sup-
ply, Barry Manilow, The Sylvers and a comeback appearance 
of The Defranco Family Featuring Tony Defranco. "I think 
this is the most encouraging lineup of performers put together 
on one stage since The Partridge Family teamed up with The 
Jackson Five at Madison Square in '71," she bubbled, sym-
bolically munching a thick wad of Bazooka. 
In a related story, Media Director of the Bureau of Concer-
ts, Shown Dumm, was found in his Garden Apartment dead, 
the apparent victim of suicide. Dumm was discovered with his 
headphones on and a blissful smile on his face, a worn Led 
Zepplin record on the turntable. His brain had apparent~y 
melted from the volume and the only words left to explam 
were "I Love Rock 'N' Roll" scratched across his chest with a 
shard of broken glass. 
Further details to come. 
Aprill, 1982 
I1@n_11@_re~-
Radica1 Challenges Newspaper~ 
Boy 9 what ~ Mistake 
To the Editor: 
i'd like to take this oppor-
tunity to announce to the 
ithaca College campus that 
The ffHACAN is a worthless 
rag ~hat's put out by a bunch 
of spineless pussies. 
Here we are in the winter of 
our discontent: capitalism is 
destroying our educational 
system, women are degraded 
daily by men, homo.~exuals 
fear to live their own lif estylcs 
and America's biggest in1clkc-
tual craze is a stupid multi-
colored cube that saps the at-
tention of its citizens away 
from problems like nuclear 
energy. 
And what does the 
iTHACAN do? Nothing. it 
just acts like a ridiculnm, 
Rubik's cube and diverts the 
masses' attention away from 
serious international 
problems. You guys are an in-
formation source of authority! 
You have the capability to in-
form this college campus of 
the wrong doings of society so 
that change may be instituted. 
But no, you guys have to be 
a bunch of spineless pu~sies 
and write stupid articles about 
guys who make pianos out of 
Budweiser cans. What a j1)kc. 
Because of my controversial 
identity, i ask that my name 
and addre~s be withheld. 
Sincerely yours, 
Name and Address Withheld 
by Requcq 
ITHACAN Response: Sorr~·. 
bucko. We don't take too 
kindly lo your crack about us 
being "a bunch of spineless 
pussies." And we don't 
withhold the names and ad-
dresses of Commie, left-wipg, 
radical faggots like you. 
You're Hymie Sludgemeyer of 
Garden Apartment 26-2-7 and 
you're really messed up. 
You're secretly a member of 
the Socialist party and have 
been known to cavort with 
well-known KGB homosexuals 
and you contribute to the 
ERA. Thal and your 
psychiatrist has a report on 
~·ou that claims your a 
"woman frapped fragicall)· in 
a man's hod)·." How's that 
for being "an information 
,;ource of aufhoril'.''," ~·ou 
radical ga, hoy!? 
Peeka Pep Rally 
To the Editor: 
Get psyched, luv! This is 
another one of my obnoxious 
BE GLAD YOU'RE A 
STUDENT AT ITHACA 
COLLEGE letters! And we're 
all going to have a eood time! 
Spring is here and it's fun to 
hang out in front of the 
Union! So, let's get· IN-
VOLVED! Hang out with 
· your friends and cheer them 
onl I love it! 
Ithaca College has worked 
hard to put on some real fun 
things for everybody to do! 
LET'S DO THEM! I love it! 
Maybe even Dolly Parton 
will make a surprise appearan-
ce! Or that wonder from 
Planet Claire! So come on! 
Let's GET INVOLVED! 
GET PSYCHED! Some of 
us arc graduating! Then again, 
some of us aren't! That's all 
right, luv! You can GET IN-
VOLVED anyway! 
Isn't it great to have so 
many things to do? Sure, it is! 
Isn't it funny how all my let-
ters sound like pep rallies!? 
Get psyched! 
I Jove exclamation points! 
I love the word love! 
Get involved! 
"Heeeeerc you come again! 
Just when I was gettin' over 
yoooooou!" 
Hey, what are you doing, 
luv? That's a really nice white 
coat you got on there, boys! 
I'm psyched!? 
Where are we going? The 
'funny farm!' 
Great, sounds like there's a 
lot to GET INVOLVED in 
there! 
I'm psyched! 
"Here yoooou come 
again!" 
Love, 
Peeks Bunny, '82 
· Senior Class Cheerleader 
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For the (SID) 
Record! 
To the Editor: 
i would like to clarify one portion of the well done letter-to-
the-editor which was written by ithaca College.sports infor-
mation director Mike Withiam and appeared in the February 
4, 1982 edition of The iTHACAN. The fact is, Mike was 
wrong, and yes, he lied! At this time, i think it is only ap-
propriate that I demonstrate my physical superiority in a 
wrestling match to submission. Just thought i'd set the 
record straight. 
Sincerely, 
James Marx 
The 
HEAL TH .CENTER 
will be dispensing free 
STUDY AIDS 
Starting May 5 
Health Center will be helping 
students meet the pressures and 
deadlines of finals. 
A TRUE STORY~ 
p A NM i*d 
THE SECURITY 
FILES! 
The incident you are about 
read is true, only the names 
ve been changed to protect 
e guilty. 
This is the city, ithaca, New 
ork. A sprawling little town 
the shore of Lake Cayuga, 
t much jlappens here in the 
ay of excitement. 
Wednesday, March 3 I st it 
as a warm, cloudless night. 
c were on patrol in the 
0wer Quads. My partner, 
annon, was eat1ng a tunafish 
ndwich his wife made for 
m. i was sitting behind the 
heel, looking bored. My 
ame is Withiam, i carry a 
adge. 
All of a sudden, we received 
call from Headquarters. 
here was a 6969 going on in 
e ,wimming pool. i put on 
c lights and we raced over to 
pture the skinny-dippers. 
hen we1got there, we found 
our. drunken youths in the 
ool, naked as.jaybirds. Can-
on and i drew our guns and 
ac~d over to the fence. · 
"Okay you punks, come out 
f there," i yelled. "Cannon 
O back to the car and turn on 
he spot 1 ight." 
\\'hen we put on the 
potlight, we had a better view 
f the perpetrators. There 
·ere two males and two 
emales, blondes. We an-
ounced ourselves and told 
hem to come out of the water 
1ith their hands up. Then we 
old the males to come out of 
he water. 
They surrender with a fight. 
Cannon slapped I he cuffs on 
1hem. When we got them to 
the car, l realized they were 
,till naked. Cannon wenr back 
to the pool to get the cltlthcs. i 
read the prisoners their rights. 
One of the Blondes was 
from Germany and didn't 
speak much English. She star-
ed crying. At first i didn't 
now she couldn't speak 
nglish. 
"Just the facts man," i told 
er. 
\\'e didn't have room in the 
rnr for everyone, so we 
decided to leave the two males Headquarrers a.nd checked the 
hehind. i handcuffed them ro S.A.S.P. files. 
the fence. 
i decided to use 1hc old trick Claudia von Tittenarsch, 
of seperating.the rwo to see if wanted by rhc S.A.S.P. for 
they were telling the truth. i illcgaly entering the country 
took rhe German girl. She had and engaging in illicit sexual 
nice eyes. Cannon took r he acts with a fire hydrant, 
other one imo the back seat. i escaped from the ithaca 
lost rhe coin toss. White Can- Penctentiary for Victims of 
non was trying to pull her shirr incest last week. She is unar-
over the handcuffs, in- Jned and considered \cry 
terrogatcd the German. dangerous. Latest reports say 
"Who played shorrstnp for she is wandering around 
the 1954 Yankees?" i a~ked ithaca attacking unsuspecting 
her. trying to make sure she pre-pubescent males. 
wasn't a Nazi spy. "Where S.A.S.P. rushed over to the 
was Ebbets Field?" pool and picked up the two 
She stared at me with a guys handcuffed to the fence. 
bewildered smile. This was Thev were probably innocent 
definitely a case for the victfms of the Ti11enarsch 
S.A.S.P. i called in to gang. 
Before rhe S.A.S.P. could 
find us, i was attacked by the 
German. She grabbed my 
69 Ways & More to Enjoy Yonr!oelf 
belt. i thought she was going 
for my gun, but when she 
grabbed my zipper i knew i 
was in ,rouble. 
Sponsers 
A Niight of §lEX at : 
THENORTH40 
$S.00 includes everything: 
Beer, Drinks & Protection 
Friday April 3rd. · 
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i looked into the back scat 
hut my partner was still trying 
10 pull the girl's shirt over the 
handcuffs. i knew i needed 
reinforcemenis. This was 
going to be a tough case to 
crack. By this time she had my 
zipper open and was pulling 
down my pants. 
"Not now mam," i 
shouted: "i'm on duty." it 
was no good. 
i was forced to commit 
various explicit sexual 
manuevers. My partner Can-
non was still trying to pull the 
-shirt over the handcuffs. My 
name is Withia.m, i carry a 
badge. 
5 
Talking About §uim §cum§ 
A large number of ithaca College students have been 
stricken with an obnoxious affliction that traditionally strikes 
around this time of the year. 
"it's the Warm Weather Vacation Syndrome," announced 
Dr. David Hammond-Eggs of the IC Health Center. "We're 
not sure exactly why it afflicts students the way it does, but it 
definitely has something to do with getting an overdose of sun 
in warm weather resorts over vacation." 
Hammond-Eggs claimed that although it is not a con-
tagious affliction, it can be very difficult being around people 
who have Warm Weather Vacation Syndrome. "They 
generally stick around with each other, talk about how great 
the banana-eating contest at the Button was, and just plain 
act like assholes," said Hammond-Eggs. 
Symptoms of the Syndrome include I). an abnormal dark, 
discoloration of the skin that victims consider "unseasonably 
chic". 2). a contempt for peers who have normal skin tones. 
3). habitual wearing of sunglasses in cloudy, snowy weather, 
and 4). a strange belief that while they have·dark skin, their 
shit doesn't smell. 
"Some of the things that come out of the mouths of these 
people are unbelievable," said Hammond-Eggs shaking his 
head. "But you must keep in mind that these are you friends 
and they'll be back to normal as soon as the affliction, uh, 
fades away." 
Hammond-Eggs noted these popular phrases among vic-
tims. "Best time of my life." "You look a lot like Caspar the 
Friendly Ghost, pal. Ha, ha, ha." "i used to be really dark, 
but now it's pretty much faded." Said Hammond-Eggs, "H 
you see someone with a discoloration of skin like this and 
they ask 'How was your vacation', i suggest you turn and run 
the other way." 
An interesting sociological phenomenon seems to underlie 
those who are victims of the Warm Weather Vacation Syn-
drome, according to Hammond-Eggs. "Seems that all the 
poor kids who have to work at home over _vacation to keep 
themselves at school are immune to the disease. But almost 
all the students whose parents are employed by Fortune 500 
corporations are afflicted three times a schoolyear. i can't 
figure it out." 
if many of your friends are victims, "don't worry," ·says 
Hammond-Eggs. "They'll start to return to normal in a 
couple of weeks after their skin peels and their normal 
fleshtones return. Bear with them, they'll become themselves 
again." 
But in the meantime, warns Hammond-Eggs, stay the hell 
away from their hangouts like the Union and Dragmann's. 
They really can be a pain in the ass. 
Marshals Burn Your Ass 
Fire marshalls blitzed the ithaca College campus last night 
to distribute overcrowding tickets to several people for 
violating the fire laws. 
"Things were sort of slow downtown, " smirked Fire Chief 
Rocco Hardass, "so we thought we'd pop up and see what 
was happening." 
Hardass and the boys wrote out twelve tickets for 
violations, one going to the iC pub, ten going out to a Gar-
den Apartment 26-2-8 Keg Toss party and one to an amorous 
couple doing it standing up in a one-person capacity phone 
booth. 
A fire marshall was asked why they were so 'strict' about 
the overcrowding violations. He responded: "look, we're 
enforcing a law. We're performing a public service. We're 
seeing that justice is enforced, that people realize they can go 
into public places and not worry about their lives being in 
potential ·danger. That, and we just fucking hate college 
kids." 
Student government met last Sunday, smoked a lot of 
cigarettes and talked about how bad a job Reagan was doing 
in the White House. 
In between, we got around to inventing a new position, 
too! I can't remember the name of it right now, but we gave it 
a really important sounding title so it'll look great on your 
resume. If you're interested, give the Office a call. Or come 
up. We'll talk and smoke some cigarettes. 
We've also been reviewing student apathy on campus. We 
know its a real problem, so we're again asking everybody to 
GET INVOLVED!!!! We can't understand it. The Apathy 
Review Board has been trying to recruit people for important 
sounding positions for a long time now and nobody's respon-
ding! Let's show the administration you care! 
Student elections are coming up, too! They're real impor-
tant. They decide who'll be attending student government 
meetings next year and smoking cigarettes with the incumben• 
ts, so get OUT AND VOTE! Maybe, like, one or two of your 
friends are in the running! 
Ithaca College Student Government. See, we really are a 
lot more than a bunch of bullshit political science majors sit-
ting around acting pseudo-important. Uh, Sue, could I bum 
a Merit off you? 
. ! • It I 
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PHYSICAL P-LANT BEATS 
OFF MASTERGATORS 
Uy Joe Zimba<m·e 
Rcsp11nding 10,.comnlai111, 
h~ ~ltldcnts in lhl' Wl'SI IOWd. 
crystal Drano, a lllClllhc, <'f 
1he phy..,ical plan1 ~iaff f(lt111d 
her,df lace l(l face with the 
most horrifying ph1mbi11'.: 
dikrna in lie, c111i1c lik. ii 
sce1,1ed 1hat 1ht· toik1, in 1lll' 
dnrmito,v had hacked up and 
s1udt·n1s had hegun 10 call 
•heir paren1s to colllplain. 
One enraged pa, ent called 
up President Whakn ~ayin!! 
"listen heya Mi,1a Whalen. 
0~ pay eigh, thousand dolla~ 
faw may Rhona 1n g(l lw~a 
and ,he ,IHlud hafia li\e likl' 
,his \\ith mi t(lik1?"' r!1c 
prnhlem wa~ , efr11 ed 1n 
phy,ical plant. 
alligaim~ had found 1hcir 11a~ 
intP •he ct1,rrn11ont·, '"P'it: 
systt•m. Thinl-ing quickly. 
M~. Drano pu1 1hc n.•ptilcs to 
,ll'ep hy humming a lullah~T 
while she I uhhed I he allil!aiPr, 
,tornache~. 
\\'ha11odo ,,ith thl',leepin:! 
alligatm s ,, as 1hc net! 
rm,hlem. l\ls. Drano called 
Vito l.a,ag11a, Director of 
Made Fo<'d Scr\'iL·c a1 i.C. 
\\'ith the help of 111her phy,ical 
plant ,,arr, 1\1". Drano hand 
delive,cd 1hc gatn,s In the 
Union Dining Hall where l\1r. 
La,aµna and his staff turned 
the ,li111~ lTe,IIUfl'S into a 
ma!..'.nifict·nt rep1illia11 pact·set-
tcr, hat wa, en ioyed by all. 
Commcmin!! on the 
,i1uatio11 la1e1, Ms. Dra11,1 said 
''\\"c',e lu1.:b 1his thin!• didn't 
gc1 hlown <'111 of scale. i sa11 a 
rnn, ie la,1 wee!- "he, l' this 
A member of the Physical Plant staff removing one of the 1327 
alligators from the West Tower septic system. Next stop Macke. 
Ms. n,ano cn1t·1cd the \\'c-i 
lo\H'I C...ep1ic S~,1t·m al 
prt·ti~L·ly 2:..t4 i,.lll. and lo11nd 
,he ~,,ur<.:t' ,,f 1hc ch,g. :, 
,cemcd 1ha1 ,,,11•t·h11\\ I. ~27 
-~1;1nt afli .. a101 a•c N Y.C'. :, 
<.:<lllld ha,e happened h,·,e a, 
:.c:· 
BIG HEADLINE FOR 
By U.S. Bonds 
That favorite nightspot for 
college kids to bash obnoxious 
townies' heads in with Molson 
bottles -- The Arcade -- has 
announced its upcoming con-
cert series for the upcoming 
year. 
Loo Castrato, the owner of 
The Arcade, adjusted his 
coke-bottle-bottom glasses 
A SMALL STORY 
with a greasy, filthladen hand 
and barked: "It'll be The 
Eagles, Fleetwood Mac, The 
Stones and Dr. Dirt." 
The Stones weren't too hard 
to get, but Dr. Dirt was a bit-
ch," he· said, ducking a whiz-
zing beer bottle. 
Seems that Castrato has had 
a little bit of bad luck in the 
past. 
"Yeah, I woulda had the 
Who, Led Zeppelin, Lynyrd 
Skynyrd and the Beatles if 
their members would fuckin' 
stop dying. I mean, geez." 
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Senior Week Agenda, 1982 
-
Date Event Place Time ,Char~e 
SUNDAY, MAY 9 SENIOR FORMAL & CIIANT1CLEER 9pm-1am ';>,50 COCKTAJL PARTY 
MONDAY, MAY 10 NUDE SW IMMING PARTY RESERV01R l pm-Lt pm Fref-
GET DRUNK & GET LAID PARTY EGBERT UN fON LOBBY 9pm-1am Free 
TUESDAY, MAY 11 TlRE SLASHING SAFETY & SECURITY 1 pm-1 : l 5pm Free 
MILK & COOKIE PARTY NORTH t~ 0 9pn1- lam $!1. 00 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 12 FURNITURE TOSS 13th FLOOR EAST & 1 pm- 3pm Free 
\-JEST TOWERS 
QUEER BASH l NG COM}lON <;ROUND 9pm-lam Free 
(located on Hershey 
Hiway) 
THURSDAY, MAY 13 GORGE DlVING vs. CORNELL SUSPENS 10N BRJIX;E l pm-3pm Free ( for Seniors short credits) 
OUTDOOR MOVJE & PIZZA BEHJND UNJON 9pm-l lpn. -- Free (Deep Throat & Debbie Does 
the Grad Speakers Committee) 
FRIDAY, MAY 14 GRILL & D~JLL COOKOUT BEHJND UNION 1 pm-4pm Free (Eat grilled pork & then 
get parked) 
HARASS THE TO.vNIES PARTY· ARCADE 9pm-1 am Free 
--.. 
SATURDNY, MAY 15 ROAD RALLY (Parents Only) ITHACA &.VICIN1TY 9am-11pm Free ( A Race to the Hotels) 
SUNDAY, MAY 16 ~·~ RADUATION~': 
!. ''.-
I 
HIS IS "REALLY 
RETTYBORI G 
By Jose HalPreno 
In an effort to study the ef-
kctivene!>s of Residential Life 
ra,k Force~. here on campm, a 
fa,\.. Force Task Force ha!> 
been implemented at this time, 
announced Bill Park ens, 
A,~istant to the A~si~tant of 
Hou,ing. 
Parkens ~aid Tuesday that 
Ill' had a~~igned an advisory 
com,mittee I.a~t week to the role 
of investigating every ta~k for-
c"L' on campu~. 
"If all goe~ ~moothly. we 
,hould have a full report by 
1992." 
Aparently. the Residential 
Life Staff came upon the idea 
or a Ta.,\.. Force Ta~k Force 
when at a recent dorm meeting 
no one could think of a new 
problem on compus. 
"We've about burned out 
evcrv human evil here at 
Ithaca College," ~aid one ~taf-
fcr who cho~e to ,tay an-
nonymou.~. "It·~ really dad, 
but I really believe thi~ i.~ the 
k'.t Ta,k Force we'll ev, 
have." 
I Another ~tat I member 
· heard the new~ and wa~ vi~ibk 
sha\..en. 
"lt really stin\..~." he ~aid. 
"A few or lh arc thin\..ing of 
starting a rally ouhitle the 
Union in an effort to arou~e 
~tudcnt intcreq in Ta~\.. For-
ce~. 
"Yea," another adued. "I 
hate to think what thi, ~chool 
would he like without Ta,!.. 
Fo1 cc,." 
AND THIS ONE 
AIN 9TMUCH 
BETTER 
Con,truction of the new 
Allied Health Bu~inc,~ 
building ha~ hem halted at thi~ 
11mc due to human error on 
the a1:c.hitcct~ part. ~aid a 
-11oke~per~on for the college. 
Garaluo Sphinx LShack-
l'1c·ld. the architect a:,,,ignec..l the 
rnntract of dc,igning the 
building early la:,,t year. 
.111a1 rntlv forgot to adtl 
worncn~ toilet l"acilitic, on the 
,,.L·ond floor. 
In addition. mcm urinah on 
the thi1d floor a1e not 
flu,hahle tlue to the lac\.. or 
plumbing. 
"If ,omeone took a lea\.. 
now. it would land direct(\' on 
tlw Dean, ue~k one floor 
below." ~aid RLhty Steekr. a 
con,t1uction wor\..e1 at the 
~it1.·. 
Mr. Shack field ha~ not been 
located at thi~ time, hu,t local 
autho1 itic, helie\e he he 
hanl!ing out at a loL·al bar. 
"Thi~ kind of thinl! will not 
he tolerated in the._futurc," 
,ain Dil'k Korenti, V.P. of 
Student Gripe,." If we l'inJ 
thi, Shakl·fi,·ld L'haractn, we'll 
han/! him lw he, h----,." 
The nL·a1 I\' compll'tctl 
buildinl! will lw 101 n down 
toda\'. and lw 1caLh for LJ\L' hv 
th,· Sp11yl! o( I 988, ,aid the 
,chool. 
THI MAKESME 
WANNA PUKE 
Whale, Harold's best friend 
By Quinn Eli and confidante, revealed that 
Harold would usually vomit in 
The first · weekly "Will his room, collapse into the 
Harold Kresky Puke poll was puke, and wallow in it until he 
held this past weekend in Lan- was able to get to his feet. This 
don Hall and was a huge sue- revelation caused much con-
cess. For a mere one dollar, troversy, but the poll's judges 
participants in the poll were finally agreed to add an ad-
able to choose not only ditional category to the poll 
whether ol' Harold would called "Wallowing Time." 
puke or not ')there was a Although the poll was a sue-
unanimous yes vote on that cess because Harold did in-
ane), but also where he would deed puke, many participants 
puke, at approximately what in the poll felt cheated because 
time, how much, and for how Harold didn't puke until the 
long. wee hours of the morning; 
Harold, who every weekend what was even more unfor-
without fail, get-s depressed tunate was that Haro,d threw 
over some girl and proceeds to up into the bathroom toilet, 
drink himself into a drunken thus creating no way of 
stupor was, of course, the measuring how much puke 
single most driving force there was, and completely 
behind the poll. Allegedly eliminating the wallowing time 
concerned with the importance category. Nevertheless, the 
of proper puking procedures . finesse and style that Harold 
in today's fast paced society, it demonstrated while puking 
was . Harold (in a desperate was a sight to behold, and 
plea. for attention) who rumor has it that soon all 
d~vised the idea of a poll in the Hhaca College students will be 
first place. able to participate in the "Will 
At the last minute, Jonah Harold Kresky Puke" poll. 
NV:JVH.LI 3HJ. 
OPENS APR.lIL 1st at a theatre near you! 
THE ITHACAN 
DRESS FOR succE·ss 
By LVD and Sy Phillis 
Seniors: 
Jewelry 
Women 
Gold-Lots of it. Diamond 
Name plates are also nice. 
Men 
ID bracelets and gold chains. 
Make-up 
Women 
Reds-Lipstick, eyeshadow, 
finger nail polish (14k gold 
finger nails are also very im-
pressive) 
General 
Women 
Black leather, miniskirts, pink 
stockings, matching shoes. 
Men 
Black leather, white socks, No 
socks, tight pants. 
Headgear 
Women 
gold and silver head bands are 
quite vogue 
Men 
Footgear 
Women 
"candies", gold, bronze, hot 
pink pumps. 
Men 
Sneakers;snake-skin 
boots. 
cowboy 
But, "it's expensive to build 
a wardrobe like this," you say-
Wrong! I purchased an entire 
interview outfit for under $20, 
April 1, 1982 
(minus'the candies). It can be 
done if you shop wisely. For 
example, a bronze headband 
in Fioruccis goes for about 
$25. That same headband can 
be found in Woolworths for 
$1.50! ,. 
I'll leave you with one last 
reminder: Be flashy, have 
flair, stand-out, show you're a 
leader; a trend-setter! 
Good luck job hunters, (for 
the REAL inside tips on 
'dressing successfully' come to 
the "dress for Success" 
fashion show. Wed, April 21, 
7:30-9:30 pm in the IC 
Chapel). 
Following extensive resear-
ch on the topic of fashion I 
have come up with some "hot 
tips" to aid in getting that 
second job interview. I suggest 
that any senior currently in the 
process of job searching keep 
the following bits of precious 
information in mind. Remem-
ber, the key to dressing suc-
cessfully is to attract attention; 
Leave an unforgettable im-
pression in the recruiter~s 
mind. 
Men 
Face bronzers(for that Macho 
"jet-set" image) 
Cowboy hats 
Accessories 
Women JoJo A/TC 
Guys-don't be just another 
blue-suited bore! 
Gals-Go for that sexy look! 
If you question the validity 
of these suggestions, just 
browse through any fashion 
magazine-or, walk through the 
streets of Paris, NY, Palm 
Beach, or Ithaca. 
Intimate Apparel 
Women 
Padded bras, w/support for 
that voluptuous Sophis Loren 
image; Bra-less if you're 
already "well endowed." 
Men 
padded underwear fbr that 
"he man" look. 
Large Purses are un-
particularly in gold vinyl. 
Black patterned stockings with 
Christian Dior diamond studs 
are attractive and classy. 
Men 
smaller purses are in, wide 
belts, string ties, black ties, 
purple ties, white bow ties. 
In a gesture he termed 
"heroically innovative," IC 
President J.J. Wailin' changed 
his "no" vote to a "yes" in 
favor of once more admitting 
IC students to the Tower Club 
on a tr i a l basis - - for sunrise 
breakfasts on Saturdays only. 
SASHA IS COMING~~~~ 
INTRODUCING 
SASHA 
\: .:.·~ 
... ,_ 
Introducing Sasha. She comes f ull_y equipped. lust give her a call. She'll come directly to your 
college room or house. Sasha is the expert. Sasha is the best. Sasha is the professional with. the 
soft touch in Yoga, Medatation, Etc. (She'll do .any kind of massage you need. The 
sky's the limit.) 
House of Sodomy 
"Well you see," Wailin' 
chuckled good naturedly, "I 
don't really care if students are 
admitted or not - - just so long 
as it's not when I'm around --
but it (the vote) was a chance 
to throw my weight around 
once more." 
Wailin' comprises the 6 
member Tower 
Club: 'Whether or Not to 
Admit ~tudents Awareness; 
Commit.tee. 
"Yup, yup its 
me,me,me,me,me,me 6 
times over·-- so when I vote,'' -
Wailin' paused to giggle, "It 
REALLY counts." 
This decision to admit 
students to the T-Club marks 
the 36th such decision since 
the club was refurbished with 
indoor-outdoor carpeting last 
year. In a series of policy 
changes, the club has alter-
nated between admitting 
students, not admitting 
students of certain majors at 
certain times and other 
stringent regulations. 
"I dunno, this issue, it's cer-
tainly a toughie," said Wailin' 
as he stood up, chin held high 
and continued, "To admit or 
not to admit, that is the 
question." 
Wailin' admittedly does not 
like students to be present 
when he dines at the 
club. "They're simply not as 
smart as Cornell students and, 
well, every time I see an IC 
student, it really bums me 
out," said Wailin." 
Wailin' felt the new Satur-
day Sunrise Breakfasts only 
Policy would be a good one. 
"It will give the illusion of 
admitting students, when ac-
tually in all liklihood, very few 
will show up. Plus, if they do, 
we will further discourage 
them by serving Macke 
egg salad and stewed prunes--
at a charge of course." 
Wailin' said the Committee 
will reassess the new situation 
next week to decide whether 
or not to keep the new po_licy. 
"But you see", Wailin' 
smiled, "It's reaJly all up to 
me." 
Quickie's 
The 
Sex Shop 
Third Floor 
Job Hall 
'Just look for the Little 
Red Spot in the Yellow 
Pages 
,i 
r ~ .. , :- f • • -
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ITHACA COLLEGE 
THEATRE PRESENTS 
A NIE 
SHOOTS 
'EMUP 
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Ticl~ets $3.00 
ic students 1 .50 
For reservations coll 
Dillingort Center for 
the Performing Homs 
274-3224 
By Cary A. Cuppacoffee 
Next week, ithaca College 
Theatre will present its third 
world premiere in four years: 
L. S. Dec musical called 
"Grateful Annie", about the 
growing up of the famous 
comic strip orphan, and sub-
ject of a previous musical. 
The story begins in the 
Warbucks' estate where Annie 
(played by Connie Lingm), 
has just graduated from the 
Chapin School. Her benefac-
tor, Oliver "Daddy" War-
bucks (played by Bub L. 
Head), has plans for his 
"daughter" to attend Prin-
ceton, so she can study 10 be a 
War bucks Enterprises 
executive. Annie, however, 
wants to be an artist and a 
disciple of Jerry Garcia while 
she's working on I he ".lcrrv 
Brown in 84" campaign. Af-
ter a biller fight, she runs 
away from home, and 1110\'es 
into a sleazy village apartment 
with a devoted "Deadhead" 
named Paul (played by 
Hyman Missing). The couple 
fall in love one night while 
fooling around to "Wake of 
the Flood"; and grow 10 ex-
plore deeply the ecstatic world 
of sex, drugs, and rock n' roll. 
During this time, the lovers 
find a great new meaning in 
their lives they never though! 
pos~ible. 
Unfortunately, their bliss is 
disturbed as trouble develops. 
A socialist, Ann Arkv 
(played by Lucy Ann Redd), 
also falls in love with Annie 
and wants them to have ~ 
relationship while working for 
Gus Hall. A narcotics officer 
named Harry Owen (played by 
Phil A. Shio) is also in lo\e 
with Annie, and threatens to 
bust Paul and her if she 
doesn't ha\e sex with him. 
Meanwhile, Warbucks, 
fearing a Communist plot 
against him after investing in 
nuclear aid for El Salvador. 
sends the GA after his former 
ward, hoping that she hasn't 
been permanenetly brain-
washed by "the other side" 
Tension builds towards an 
inevitable climax, as the 
beleagered Annie and Paul 
flee to Washington, D.C., 
where their heroes the 
Grateful Dead (Who arc 
making a guest appearance) 
are leading a protest rally with 
Jane Fonda. 
The director, LM. High, is 
enthusiastic about the produc-
tion. "After reading the 
scrip!, which was given 1<1 me 
by my friend Lee (Dee),'' says 
Shio, "l felt that it was a per-
fect piece for our stage. Not 
only has the play been fun, it 
presents ideas that my cast can 
relate 10. Furthermore, it cap-
tures the essence of life that i~ 
in the heart of every ithaca 
College Student." 
"Grateful Annie" will be 
presented from · April 6 
through April 11. (There will 
be two shows on Saturday, 
April 10. Ticket~ are on sale 
for $3 .00 for I he general 
public, $1.50 for i.C. students 
and ~enior citizens. Group 
rates are available, Tickets 
can be bought at I he box office 
window or call for a reser-
\ ation at the Dillingham Cen-
ter of the Performing Hams: 
274-3224. 
Record Reflection§ 
ANO. THER' Cf R. ' 1·; T·~ I:;: C'· 9 §· ~ ~ • ));· ''•,!· • I • \ : ... •: i' ',~': I'~ 
DUMBcAS BEST PICKS9 
OK so you wanna 'really' 
know what the 10 Best Albums 
were last year? I'll bet you 
didn't even buy an album last 
year! Well the fact is nobody 
really did. O.K. maybe the 
radio stations got the Promos, 
but you're probably one of the 
many who knows a friend who 
!'!as a friend who's got Tattoo 
You or Ghost in the Machine. 
What really happened was that 
the record labels pulled the 
biggest cracker ever put on 
vinyl - or should I say behind 
the vinyl! it's a long story but 
lets just say the Press did a 
mighty fine job with the 
Record Label Payoff. This is 
the scoop i got from Europe: 
The Stones were to old to get 
out 'Tattoo You' in time so 
Swan Song got ex-Led Zep 
members, Robert Plant, Jim-
my Page and J.P. Jones to 
take over for Mick, Keith and 
Bill for the Stones Label! Ha! 
So now you know why its such 
a good album! (The labels 
knew that Jimmy Page would 
§JHilLOCJK 1'1EN blow away Kool Keith; The Press must be given credit 
too.) 
Further this band The Presslr~~?:z:;:=~==~~i===:!e~~=~=~~~~=~~ 
and Radio stations call the Go- I. The Bawling Bolls - Alley * enny Garcia & Iggy 
Go's is a Supremes - Grace Weighs Pop - Live At Last 
slick combo thing. Wow 2. The Killing Joke - 7. Red Rector - Mad Man-
HAHAHA dolins 
didn't you always want to 3 Th B h 8. Elvis Costello - Almost 
know why their lips were . e rezn evs - The Breznhevs Blue 
sealed. Which brings up a joke 1 heard about the band 4. Hank Jones and His Or- 9. Dead Kings - Yesterday 
chestra will Reign 
title. . . *S J 
H 
, h h · ohn Bonham - Back in "'Even surprised Europeans! 
ere s w at t e Labels, Black Press and Critics came up with *Even surprised Europeans! 
for their Top Ten. 
NV::JVH.U 3:H.l 
Ithaca College students were 
recently surveyed on their 
opinions of Ithaca College 
life. The survey was done by 
interviewing students in per-
son and on the telephone at 
different spots on campus. 
One thousand IC students 
were interviewed; six hundred 
women, four hundred men. 
Students were asked seven 
questions: 
1. How would you rate IC on 
a scale from 1 to 10? 
results: 9.89 
2. How many nights a week 
do you go out? 
results: .39 
3. How many nights a week in 
your opinion, does the average 
IC student go out? 
results: .47 
4. How many hours, ,on the 
average, do you study a week? 
results: 65. 73 . 
5. How many hours in your 
opinion, do you think the 
average IC student studies? 
results: 62. 93 
6. Do you think the sex life is 
any different for a student at 
another school? 
results: Yes, not as much at 
IC 
7. Do you agree or disagree 
with what was said about IC in 
the Insiders Guide to 
Colleges? 
results: disagree, there is 
not much partying, everyone 
studies. 
• These results differ greatly 
from those found by Yale 
University's in their Insiders 
Guide. 
Ithaca College is not, as 
many outsiders (and Insiders 
Guide( might think, a party 
school. A junior was quoted 
as to saying, "High school was 
all parties. I rarely go out sin-
ce I have been at Ithaca." 
Another student told me, "I 
transferred from Harvard and 
now I find myself studying 
twice as much and I still can't 
get better grades." 
The comments from studen-
ts were almost repititious. 
Bordering between the library 
droll and textbook turmoil. 
Students tended to occupy 
their time in an array of 
academic activity. 
A Cornell student, whc was 
using the IC library, overheard 
an interview and mentioned, 
"Ithaca students have it really 
tough. They study all the 
time. I never see Ithaca 
students down town, just Cor-
nell." · 
These findings show that IC 
students study much more 
than most students at other 
colleges, and also go out much 
less. Ithaca, according to 
these results is a boring school. 
All people do is study. 
One student seemed to sum 
up the results, "If you want to 
party you should go to Cor-
nell, they always have parties 
and the sex life is incredible. 
If you want to study you 
should go to Ithaca. The par-
ties are rare, and there is no 
sex life." 
OR YOUR NEXT HIEAD TRBP, 
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RY JAY-JAY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN HAIR DESIGN 
EOR THE IEllTIE Of ITHACA. 
-JAY CANARY 
(Inside Job Hall) 
1 
Matioln Pizza DeUvered ao Your 1f emplle ! 
Just Ask For FREE Dr. BrowB11's 
CEL-RA Y Soda. 
CaBD Herman Schawatz 
272-HELP 
April 1 ~ 1982 
Dear Pecka: 
i don't know what to do. i only seem to want to date jocks. 
i get bombed and go after the bombers. in the fall, i can't 
keep my eyes off the tightcnds. in the winter, i drool over the 
dribblers. Now it's spring and i'm afraid that after the 
baseball game i will be tempted to score my first homerun. 
What should i do? i need help. 
Signed, 
Athletic Supporter 
Dear Athletic Supporter: 
Every woman should have a certain set of standards. 
College is a time to reasses your values. Apparently, you 
value athletes. You have a certain college disease which is 
called "Jock Itch". One out of every three I.C. women are 
plagued with this syndrome. 
My suggestion is to ignore those tightends, dribblers and 
running the bases. Put your energy toward the scorekeepers 
and managers. They know just as much about the sport. 
Dear Pecka: 
Signed, 
Peeka 
i'm a chicken. ;: have three girlfriends: one at LC., one at 
Cornell, and one at home. it's a real devil's triangle. They 
don't know about each other! My girlfriend from home is 
planning to come up this weekend and i already have dif-
ferent dates for Friday and Saturday night. 
What should ~ do? 
Dear Frank: 
Signed, 
Frank Purdue 
Something tells me you're going to be a fried chicken. 
There is no answer to your dilemma. Pack your bags Thur-
sday night and head for Wells College, located approximately 
60 miles up route 89. 
Don't stop until you get t_here. 
Dear Pecka: 
Good Luck, 
Peeka 
i can't believe it, i woke up and didn't remember his 
name!!! . 
He has sandy brown hair, sparkling blue eyes·, and dazzling 
white teeth, medium build and lies about six feet. 
i'm so embarrassed. 
Dear Forget-me•not: 
Signed, 
Forget-me-not 
It sounds like you were with Art Perriwinkle, he lives on 
One Night Street, his phone number is 273-0121. Give him a 
call, he's more than likely to remember you. 
Signed 
Peeka 
"Ask Pecka Anything" is a syndicated column published 
weekly. if you have any problems or concerns - she'll answer 
yout questions for you. Write to: "Ask Peeka Anything" 
Box 005, Hollywood, Cal. 01250 
Peeka's Editor is Amy Tokarz. 
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Study in beautiful, sunny I 
El Salvador, the hot bed ti 
. of Central American fs 
culture and torture. I 
Chooseone of many I 
majors including politics, ~ 
coronostic medecine, 
balistics, militarism, and 
social work. Special 
program for broadcast 
journalism majors. Con-
tact the Office of Foreign 
Study in Muller Hall 
P Aprur; 1982 . II NV.'.JVH.LI :ilH.L 
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CAMP LEGO MY _LAKE 
(NUDIST COLONY) 
Fou.nde.d 7 94 6 
INTERVIEWING FOR SUM MIER STAFF 
JPOSITIONS ON YOUR CAMPUS 
Thursday, April 1st, 1982 _ 
Counsolors must be well built, in good shape 
and be willing to be exposed in the nude. 
Males must be at least 6 inches and females 
must have atleast a 34 bust. 
. . SPORTS WILL INCLUDE: ORGIES, GR(JU~ 
-} SEX, IN)JJYJDUAL (PRIVATE) LESSONS 
AND A CAMP NUDE OLYMPICS. 
-ALL INTERVIEW§ ON 
AlFIRST COME91FIR§1f 
SERVE BASIS X 
*CALL DIR. RICHIE O. FO~ AN INTERVIEW. 
277-2894 
Ithaca College 
Bureau of concerts 
presents 
- a very special evening 
with 
ALDO 
OVA ~ : . 
~ APPEARINGATTHEI.C. 
~ pub with very special guest . 
~ Barbara Mandrell 
~ · Friday April 2, 1982 t I . tickets $12.00 
i . 
~ '. 
WomenPub 
Workers: 
37-32-34 
*SeePubMnnugei:Afterl AM 
·I.• 
12 NV:JVHJJ 3HJ. 
Jamaica. 
In a show of solidarity with 
the government of El 
Salvador, the Ithaca College 
administration has declared a 
state of martial law effective 
April 1st. 
The school will entertain 
dissenting opinions on the 
morning of April 2nd, in back 
of the Union. Those with op-
posing viewpoints to the ad-
ministration's "New 
Democracy" are requested to 
bring their own blindfolds. 
'\flnorities 
Lou Wittyscum, Head Hardass of 
Safely and Security, Announces that 
S&S will consider amendments to their 
s1Unningly fair Traffic Regulations 
Code up until Friday, April 2nd. On 
Saturday, they'll toss them out in the 
garbage and laugh. 
~ 
"Bayou Jubilee" 
Karl Steinem will be the very last 
speaker for The llhaca College 
Marxist-Feminist Speaker series in 
Textor 102 lhis Thursday night. His 
topic will be "What the Hell Does 
Marxism Have to Do with Feminism 
and What School in its Right Mind 
Would Blow Several Thousand 
Dollars to Force-Feed it Upon Its 
Students?" Admission is free and it 
would really be nice if somebody 
showed up to hear it. 
Central Intelligence Agenl·y: Ex-
cellent opportunity for ~IUdent~ 
ma_wrmg in Communication\. 
Bu~ine,~. Computer\. and Language\. 
e,pceially Ru~~ian and German. to 
gain experience in taping, tapping. 
and tipping. Ham radio amatcun al\O 
needed. more cxten~ivc training i\ 
available. Pcr~onal Qualification~: 
perwn or quc~tionablc moral charac-
lcr preferred: no con~ciencc ncce\~ary. 
Other~ con~idcred on the ha\i\ or 
need. Contact your Regional. Loal. 
State or Federal Agency for more in-
formation (U\c code word (prokcll 
Alligator) rccgarding career oppor-
tun!lie~ with the Agenl·y. 
The New York State Legislature has 
just passed a bill requiring school 
sy~tems to adjust salaries for teachers. 
Professional educators will not be 
earning as much as garbage men, bus 
drivers, and highway maintainence 
crews; average starting salary $20,000. 
The Career Planning Office is once 
again conducting it's annual spring 
job clearance. Jobs available include: 
Personnel Specialist, 2SK, Public 
Relations, 2SK, Creative Writer, 2SK, 
'Film Maker, 2SK, • Corporate 
Executive, 2SK, Therapist, 2SK, War-
pdorpher, 2SK. Many more listed! 
Just. stop in and pick up your job 
today! 
Creative Career Decision making. 
A workshop for ·students who want 
answers, and want them NOW! No 
grand philosophizing here; this 
program will give you concrete an-
swers to questions on how your values 
can be met through employment. For 
example: 
Want to be hailed by thousands & 
Drive a Cab. 
Need flexibility in work schedule 
and leisure time? Be a hobo. 
Require variety? Be an actor. 
Want national recognition? 
Swallow 3266 goldfish in one hour for 
the Guiness Record. 
Want to make lots of money? Be a 
mint press operator. 
Want to feel you are contributing 
something? Donate your body to 
science. . 
Wanr 10 help people? Be a Maid. 
Many more creative answers to your 
questions are to be found in this 
workshop. Sign up immediately in 
Career Plans.;. Opportunities limited 
only by the smallness of your needs. 
New Copy Machine. Career ~lans 
invites you to use their new copy 
machine on the 1st floor, Gannett 
Center. Our new machine will make 
clear white on black copies for price of 
one copper penny. We had had a 
change machine installed on the side 
of the copier which will give twelve 
dimes in exchange for every $1.00. 
This machine will be installed April 
3rd at 11 :60 p.m. and we invite the fir-
s! 10 students to make unlimited 
copies free of charge, so be the firs! in 
line. 
Acrobatics, Juggling and other 
"Fun" Careers. A program where we 
let your fingers do the walking. Let u1 
teach you skills of success, such as ten. 
traising, bowling, .pin pointing 
sacrificial tricks, dress for success, anct 
other necessitiies. And, for an encore 
we'll show you how to balance you; 
job and lifestyle needs. 
For more information regarding datc, 
and time, on inteniew~. plca~l' con. 
tact Career Planning. ht noor. Gan. 
nett. Final re,ume for the\C intervic", 
must he \uhmitted the day hefon~ the 
cvcninl! of thl• full moon OCl·urrinl! af. 
ter thl,' Vernal Equino, and fol!f,~,·mu 
thl' f1r\t Tue\day in the month 01 
Arie\. 
Newly Scheduled Recruiters. Three 
Mile Island: A glowing opportunity 
for students interested in learning 
more about nuclear power, its benefi1 1 
and advantages. Get in on the ground 
floor! The pl~nt is experimenting with 
recycling its sparkling waters into beer 
and soda pop. This could be an ex-
cellent way to solve the radioactive 
water silUation which the anti-nuke 
enthusiasts are always complaining 
about. Biology and Chemistry 
backgrounds helpful, but no1 
required. included in the benefi11 
package · is free prenatal and 
chromosomal testing, genetic coun-
seling and three months free on life 
support system included in non-
contributory retirement package. 
PERVERSONALS 
If someone writes one more fucking 
Perversonal about me not living at 
Garden Apartment 26-2-8 anSfmore, 
i'll stick my fingers up your nose and 
rip it off your face. 
-Henry Coalmine 
DearJ.T.-
You probably expect me to write 
you a Perversonal that will be so "in-
side" that no one we know will be able 
to know who we are or whai' we "did" 
this past weekend. You probably 
think I'll be sort of cute and use 
double entendres that will hint at the 
good time we had and that it will drive 
people crazy trying to figure out who 
we are, right? Wrong. You're Janice 
Trouper, a sophomore Soc. major in 
the West Tower, we went out, got 
plowed at a Towers party, dropped 
three 'ludes apiece and I proceeded to 
hump you into a senseless state or diz-
zying ecstasy. Oh, and i told all my 
buddies about you, too. 
Love. 
Russell "Kiss-and-Teller" Heller 
Joker·- lky li11k si,1.:-r;. J A P 
All right, Na1alie Wood was a lot of I' · · · S~l·hcd much? Please! Whal a There. I said it. Now the entire 
fun. But I think a lot of people are bla\t! Th1,\c Chi Phi men a1c the Ithaca College community has the 
sturnped on John Belushi, am l right? mo11 ! /\nd the hi!!!!''''! But we han- right to say that the April Fools' issue 
Well, try this one at the next party: died all of 1hr111 (by hand)! Get is an accurate indication that The 
What was the significance of four p,ychrdfor Hell W,·ck! iTHACAN is anti'semetic. 
weekends ago? It was John Belushi's -B·I!!', Wt'd·· s··i·t··i · s h d Wh · · I s • , , , , o go a ea . at are you waumg 
ast aturday Night Live! .................... ,.,....,,,.....,.,,.,,..,.""'.,..,......,........,......,_...,..,..,. for? Start writing those letters. 
Man, it was so simple, you're '-• ...................... 0 .,.., --TheTroublemaker. 
probably kicking yourself right now. Rocco, 
--The Deadhead Ho,, ahout that chilk in l.au1k1. 
.,..._..,.......,_,_._..........,_,_.....,_........,_..,_...,,., •., .... __ ,., dale? \Vas ~he good looki11 ,,1 \\ha1? 
To Whom lt May Concern - Bet shl· w,,n·t ~o lo the bathroom <'H·r 
Chern. Major with runny last name again! No ~hit! 
looking to swing wilh interested girls 
on campus. 
--Harvey Pendulum 
L,.._..,.., AV {'4 
.,..,..,...__......,.....,.....,.....,..._,. ___ ..,,.,.._..,..._""" Sue and Sam, have you given the fish a 
You haven't spent a vacation in Ft 
Liquerdale unless you stayed at th~ 
Moby Dick (less) a definite S star 
motel!!! 
free show lately? Ha-Ha! 
,., . "'""" .. ,., .., .. 
Hey Lee in L1,ndon. 
To bad you'rl· 1w1 hen·. Y,,ur 
~irlfricnd Lam a is wild. What a 
.....,......,._....,.. ,.., ..... _,,._.,,._..,..,._.,.,,..._..,.,,w ............... ,......""""' 1ong11e. Do11'1 wo11y 1h,,u!!h, ,1w g,·1, 
Honey·- 101, ,,f c,ercise. 
This time I'm serious and i'm not 
kidding. No lie this time. One more 
person calls me suicidal and I'LL 
FUCKiNG BLOW MY BRA,NS 
OUT. 
I can't 
anymore. 
handle that accusation 
--Connie Lingus 
ME.N'S 
t<ooM 0 
0 
-Dkk 
...... 
-~. 
T1, 111y roomic~. 
Alri!,!ht. Who \Wk lllY fud.i11c• 
)!ood u11dcrpa111\? if it wa, y,,u. 
Da, c, i"111 µ,,nna phs 1.1n ,.,u, ca1. 
Jim111v P. 
n l I 
...... ......... ~ ... . 
H and K, do you two always swim in 
toilets? Oh, by the way Rob, did you 
know you can't flush a pool? 
Thumper. 
i.C. puh fall, \lcllm again! 
Gr<>upcd O'D\I ,,n pnpcm n and foll 
a,k,·p in 1he 11,ilet! Ha! Wha, a 
fu.:kin[! ni1l'! Ami by 1h,· \\ay. h,·\\S 
Jeana? Shit rnn, 1hid.! 
Skippy-lip1 
W111k nre ,, u, ·s his hnney fa~,· 
ki~sy mouth. Do wi11lc boop,i,•\ wu, 
her ,wec1,-,u~h hahy-rnk,·s? l'wca,e 
1dl wi11lc me so,•11. 01 \\·i11le llll' "ill 
haw 1n decapitate thai ,1111k "11'1py 
h,,nn pi,· "rwknd'" 11f ,11ur~ ~.,u·11· 
h1x·n '<"l°inc ,o mud1. 
I 011·~ -dm·c~. 
Brunn 
C 
Glo,ia. 
Fl:i. ""' great, but 1hi, wcek,·nd\ 
g,,rma lw a,,es,,11ll·! (ie1 tn1,ilh 
psych,·d! Bana11a daquiris 111,·,·a' 
Bli11-c11y! 
I.O\C, 
Zn 
To My Nutritional Nut: 
Uh, hey, have you had your 
recommended daily allowance of meat 
for the day? The government sugge,,, 
at least six inches daily. 
The Butcher 
Ha, ha. Did ya ever wonder whv 
you can write a perversonal and \Ub· 
rnit it every week for three month\-and 
the sonuvabitchin' thing never sce1 
print? It's because the only ones that 
make it arc written by friends of the 
lTHACAN sraff or staff members 
them\clves. lf you're just a Jol'· 
Shmoc who don't know nobodv. 
you're wasring your time. Ha, ha.· i 
think that_'s a fucking scream, don't 
you? Ha, ha. 
A friend of a friond of a staff member 
0 NE'(f \tJtE"t,: 1'USWVME".Al> Gert SE~"1(0 Th A ,vt'lJCl$H 
flttSOtJ. _ . 
. • ~ ~f~ ~: 1'V~V~l> GeJ1" .. f~~Vlr· IEt'lll~OJ~f .•~~! 
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Whalen KO's Meinel In 
10-Wins Right rfo Pick 
Grad Spealier 
After months of hype, the loose as a goose. We figured rz:am _____ am ___ 11111111111111111111111111m1111111•amD11••am1111111111111111am111111111111;illlll11111111111111a11q1111111111Z1111=m11i1i;~ 
"fight at the Light" is finally that the old man woufd be a 
over JJ "The Havana Harn- little tight, but I guess we 
mer" Whalen knocked out Bill figured wrong. Maybe we 
"Boom Boom" Meinel in the should of got someone besides 
tenth round- of an ex- his girlfriend to spar with," 
trodinarily bloody fight at the explained Faber. 
Ben Light Gym last ni~ht. The fight started off slowly 
With the KO, the Havana - at first, both fighters came out 
Hammer" wins exclusive rights at the bell and tested each 
to pick the graduation speaker other. Meinel landed a few 
for I 982. The fight was set up lazy jabs, but didn't cause any 
in February when the two par- damage, shile Whalen danced 
tic, couldn't reach an around the ring, showing off 
agreement on who would his fancy footwork. 
1peak at this years commen- The fight stayed that way 
cement ceremonies. until the fifth round when 
Originally, Meinel had Whalen tagged Meinel with a 
chosen John Belushi, but had right upper cut that sent Boom 
to switch his choice for ob- Boom to the canvass. After 
l'ipus reasons. Belushi receiving the standing eight 
couldn't be reached for com- count from referee Jose 
ment. Meinel then narrowed Halpreno, Meinel got up and 
hi, choice between _ Jose managed to avoid Whalen un-
Napoleon Duarte of El til the bell sounded. 
Salvador,' and Box Car Willie, It was cat and mouse until 
but Whalen countered with the eigth round when Whalen 
Jerry Falwell and Jane Bryant cornered Mienel on the ropes 
Quinn. The difference is the with 25 seconds left in the 
1tage for last nights 10 round round and pummled him with 
e,travaganza. left hooks and right upper cuts 
Whalen set up his training· until Meinel was bleeding 
camp in the executive board from a gash O'{er his left eye. 
room as soon as promoter Meinel tried to duck from un-
Luigi Caplano announced that dcrneath the omlaught, but he 
the two had signed to fight. couldn't escape the Hammer. 
Whalen spent the first two Meinel made a slight 
week doing roadwork, then comeback in the ninth round 
1pcnt the rist of the time when he scored with a right 
1parring with his partner Dick cro~~ to Whalen's jaw. 
"The Slick" Correnti. Whalen is famous for his glass 
"I really enjoyed sparring", jaw and after the fight, it ap-
1aid Correnti, "It gave me a pcared that that punch broke 
chance to release all those it again. Whalen was dazed 
Year~ of frustration every time but Meinel was unable to 
I hit the Hammer with a right finish him off, probably 
no,~". becau~e he had lost too much 
Meinels trainer, Mike blood. 
"Eberhard" Faber, wanted to When the bell rang for the 
hccp his fighter loose, and had tenth, it was apparent that the 
him on a daily regiment of fight would be over soon. 
bongs and beers. Meinel had trouble seeing 
"We figured that the Ham- because, of all the blood drip-
~icr would get tired after the ping in his eyes. Whalen, who 
f'ir,t couple of rounds, so we was also on his last legs, con-
wanted to keep Boom Boom nected with a left hook and 
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Referee Jose Halpreiio helps J.J. "The Havana Hammer" Whalen tuck in his jock during 
·winning effort against Bill "Boom Boom" Meinel in Ben Light Gym. Whalen has recently 
returned from vacationing in Jamaica. 
sent Meinel sprawling to the 
canvass at which point 
Halpreno mercifully stopped 
the fight. 
Whalen had his jaw wired 
immediately after the fight 
and was unable to make the 
post fight interview. Meinel is 
in a coma in Topmpkins 
Coiunty Community Hospital 
and can't be reached for 
comment,. 
Fred ''The Clown99 Brown 
Transfers to IC 
in a sudden move yesterday, ter for his health if he leave the 
University of Georgetown Washington, D.C. area as 
guard Fred Brown, the·goat of soon as possible. 
the NCAA championship, in Monday nights game 
transfered to ithaca coilege. with North Carolina up by a 
Brown will join Coach Tom point with 11 seconds on the 
Bakers basketball squad in clock, Brown handed the Tar 
1983. • Heels the title on a silver plat-
Brown after speaking with ter. Brown brought the ball 
Georgetown Coach John up court with the clock win-
l'hompson and tf)e rest of the ding down trying to find 
squad dccide'd·it \voufd. 6e bet-' , Sleepy 'Flo'yd1 •• ' . Instead' of 
calling timeout on hntmg 
Floyd in the corner, Brown 
tossed the ball and the game 
into the hands of James Wor-
thy as every gambler in the 
United States choked on his 
lasagna. . 
Brown snared "asshead of 
the game" honors with Coach 
John Thompson who choked 
on his towel and didn't call a 
timeout to· set up an offensive 
attack. After the game Brown 
and Thompson were escorted 
off the court by New Orlean:, 
police to protect them from 
the onslaught of Jimmy The 
Greek. 
Brown toured the campus 
yesterday with Co~ch Tom 
Baker after a physical and . 
psychiatric examination in the 
Health Center. Brown will 
reside on campus next year in. 
a corner room on the 13th 
floor of the East Tower. He 
should help the Bombers next 
year if he is able to tell Tod 
Hart from the head coach of 
St. Lawerence. 
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Muff diver Harry O'Molar is cought in the act of his cham-
pionship dive. The final score was 6-9 and 9-6 in favor of the 
Ithaca tandem. Notice Harry's outstanding form and the an-
ticipation on his receiver's face. 
Syracuse basketball players Ron Payton and Andre 
Hawkins, who were acquitted last week on Rape charges, 
were mugged in downtown Syracuse by a group of middle-
aged lesbians. Payton and Hawkins were robbed of $50 cash 
and left tied together in the road by 40 jock-straps. They are 
recovering today at the campus Health Center. 
By Tommy l•ish 
Just as everyone expected, 
the National Muff Diving 
Championship ended with an 
explosion of both excitement 
and euphoria. All parties in-
volved were in total agreement 
that ithaca College \vas an 
ideal host for this usually non-
covered sport. 
it is constantly the muff 
diver himself who receives all 
of the credit and adulation, 
almo\t always leaving his 
female teammate with an em-
pty feeling a~ she lay 
motionless beside her locker. 
This year'~ winner, Harry 
O'Molar, not only sho\\<ed the 
judges a quick tongue-in-
cheek dive, but later gave his 
partner, Connie Lingus, credit 
for teaching him all he knows. 
"Connie gave me total com-
mittment and loyalty ... she wa~ 
a tireless worker, willing to 
practice anytime at 
anywhere". 
When Connie learned of 
O'Molar's flattering com-
pliment, she squealed "what a 
sweetheart that Harry is, he 
really knows how to keep a girl 
happy!" 
The most strenuous and 
climatic moment of the muff 
diving championship occured 
seconds before the final gun 
was to shoot. How does it feel 
to be at the receiving end of a 
championship muff dive? Said 
Connie, "Waiting for the per-
fect time to execute the move 
is the most satisfying aspect of 
the receiving end. At first i can 
sense that sweaty feeling ap-
proaching and then when the 
perspiration starts dripping i 
instinctively know it's time to 
let my bodily functions take 
over.'' 
O'Molar and Lingus have 
been performing together for 
three years now, but it hasn't 
always been of championship 
caliber. "When l first met 
Connie ~he was working as a 
waitress at Johnny's Big Red 
Bar and Grill and living only 
on tips", said Harry. "i wa~ 
already an experienced muff 
diver when Connie recognized 
my talent and begged me to 
give her a chance at wme real 
national exposure ... i was only 
too eager to please!" 
Team communication is of-
ten overlooked in muff diving 
competition, but as Ms. 
Lingus confesses, "You have 
to talk to each other in order 
to be successful, and gain the 
utmost mutual satisfaction. it 
doesn't necessarily matter 
what is said, but some kind of 
groan every now and then 
seems to get Harry really ' 
psyched-up.'' 
Lingus has absorbed the 
blows of insulting comments 
and has been the butt-end of 
dirty jokes, but accepts it all 
without swallowing any pride. 
"i view this as my natural 
responsibility and want to be 
respected by my peers because 
of professionalism, not just 
because i'm another pretty 
face. Today's society has 
created a double standard 
making it okay for the muff 
diver to be active but not his 
receiver. And one more thing, 
r•m making a name for myself 
and becoming popular by let-
ting Harry do all the hard 
work." 
THE HOME 
Presents 
Formen Philadelphia Eagle linebacker Bill betgey was 
married yesterday t<;> Former Minnesota Viking Fran Tarken-
ton. Wedding ceremonies were held in Greenwich Village and 
the Couple is presently honeymooning at Plato's Retreat in 
Manhattan. Cathy Lee Crosby was best man and Dick Ver-
meil was the maid of honor. 
ALL YOU CAN TRA. HNITE 
Yankee owner George Steinbrenner released shortstop 
Bucky Dent and replaced him in the standing lineup with Phil 
Rizzuto.Dent was only batting .089 and had committed ~I 
errors during spring training. Steinbrenner figures that Riz-
zuto is still capable of turning the double play at age 55. 
Former Ithaca College lacrosse coach Al Wolski w_as fi~ed 
yesterday at the same positioin at Arizona State U111vers1ty. 
Wolski let·ASU to a dismal 2-11 season and a record 25 fights 
between himself and his players. Wolski presently inter-
viewing for jobs in Cairo, El Salvador and Iceland. 
Former Dodger Pitcher, Fernando Valenzuela was elec~ed 
president of El Salvador yesterday by an overwhelming 
majority~ The 1981 CY Young award winner recieved full 
support- of both the left and' the righ! wing as well as the 
guerilla's. When asked how he was gomg to react to Cuban 
intervention. Fernando said, "Castro ha_s been ~ery bery 
,; good to me." · · 
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TRASH WINDOWS, WALLS, RUGS, 
MUGS AND BRAINCELLS 
BATS, HAMMERS/ JF«STS~ AND' 
BOTTLES will be provided for 
the lump sum of_$5.00 
Located on 96B -
sponsored by the 
MAD WOMEN OF ITHACA. INC. 
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Owl>,. This women. for men IJ is made of 50% combed cotton 
and 50% polyester, stylea w,u, u ,ree athletic stripes on the rag 
Please send a check or money order for $4.95 per T--shirt (no cash, please) to: 
Seaman's· Crown T-shirt Offer 
P.O. Box 1662, New York, N.Y. 10152 
Name ____________ -:-------------
P,oJ,Stt?nm 
Coltege, ________ ~--------------
Address, _______________________ _ 
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